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from the editor’s desk
Dear friends, readers and people of present
and future communities
We're back with our latest issue of Newsletter. An opportunity
for the exploration of uniqueness, an opening door for voices
and experiences that may have never been heard before.

It gives us the immense pleasure to bring to you this all new
edition of Abhigyata’s newsletter.

As always the articles received from various fields were well
cultured and enlightened.

Few events which took place off late were Selection of Junior
Library Cell members, a British Parliamentary Style Debate

Championship. More events to follow in the near future. Till
then.... keep reading…!!!

Inside this Issue…
Articles

Book Review

MovieReview
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LOVE & WAR
by

Shahid Hussain Choudhary

All is fair in love and war,
But love is peace and uproar is war,
Love is beginning and end is war,
Love is start and quit is war,
Love is true wrong is war,
Love is affection, abhor is war,
Love is pleasure, grief is war,
Love is serenity, bustle is war,
Love is passion, oppression is war,
Love is calm, chaos is war,
Love is solace, turmoil is war,
Love a summit, ebbing is war,
Love is comfort, terror is war,
Love is friendship, enmity is war,
Love is sodality, outcast is war,
Love is smoke, fire is war,
Love is fruit, ash is war,
Love is life, Death is war,
Love is everything, Futile is war,
Love is Love and War is War,
So love is fair, but not war.
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keep trying to please her just to have some

Love at a B-school

more of that white gold and maybe a feel

By Manya Jain

of her hand. She’d meet him at exactly the

From “forever” to “it’s over”, love is a fickle
thing. More so at a B-School where love
for the living is replaced by the fleeting
and often, misguided love for collecting
certificates, winning competitions and
getting

placed.

Amidst

chaos

and

uncertainty, crippled by the pressure to
succeed and the need to be different, love
did manage to make an unlikely union.

She was a commerce fresher from DU who
wanted a career in Advertising and he
was... Well he was himself.
He came to the campus much later than

the other students but the moment she laid
her eyes on him, she knew he was
especially made for her. He was shy but
polite, acted all tough but she knew that
new things scared him. Everyone called

him cute but the spring in his step when
he walked earned him the name “Giddy” in
her books. Although they did not spend
much time together, their moments of
togetherness were sheer joy. She’d keep
smiling and laughing at his antics and he’d

same time every day, right after all meals.
Her friends did not understand her

obsession with him, then again, they had
never know a love this pure and kind,
unconditional and unwavering.
He would run towards her every time he
saw her, leaving whatever he was doing

and she would be just as excited to see
him. He had become the one constantly
good thing for her, the guiding light
through the black tunnel of bad days.
When the exam pressure got too much to

take, she’d seek comfort in him for he had
a way of life that inspired her to live each
day just as it is presented. To the fullest.
He’d do whatever he wanted, whenever he
pleased.

He

made

her

realize

the

importance of just being your own person
and finding your own happiness, which
was almost always in the little things.
He was good for her and her social
anxiety, he helped her make friends, but

too much of a good thing is bad. And so,
one cold winter night took away her
beloved puppy.
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Are we Indians coward,
Or are we shy..

Or we care somehow,
But we dont wanna try,
We have adjusted ourselves,

So well in this corrupted place,
Has it become our tradition ?
Or we lack the guts to face…
We say corruption chokes,
Then why we Indians breathe it ?,
We say corruption kills,

Then why we breed it ?,
The corruption helps,
To set the culprits free,
It blinds the law,

& still we shamely see,
It widens the gap,
Of poor and rich,
Then we continue the same,
Without any hitch… ?
Somehow i feel…

Our coward mind has,

Hurled down his brain,
Come what may,

Even let our money drain…
Has this become, Our way of life ?
To adjust with whatever it is…
And move on, Without a break to

re-think, Re-construct, and reform
our Corrupted minds…
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The Unlikely Love Triangle
By Vasundhara Pande

Love, war and politics are the quintessential protagonists in a love triangle since times
immemorial. The pages of history are splattered with instances that show the three
surface its head time and again.
Let us begin by going back in time into the period of “Mahabharta”, Draupadi’s birth
and her subsequent marriage to the Pandavas (technically Arjuna) revolves around
war and politics.
The story goes something like this. On the behest of Dronacharya, the Padavas and
the Kauravas are told to defeat the Panchal king Draupad. Arjuna is able to defeat
him and annexes his kingdom as a part of Indraprastha. Draupad then vows to get
revenge and performs a fire-sacrifice (yajña) to obtain a means of besting him.
Draupadi emerges as a beautiful dark-skinned young woman together after her
sibling Dhrishtadyumna from the sacrificial fire. When she emerges from the fire, a
heavenly voice says that she would bring about the destruction of the Kuru line.

During her “swayamvara” she in disdain prevents Karna from participating in the
proceedings thus laying down the seeds of discord. From mocking Duryodhana
while his visit to Indraprastha, to vowing not to tie her hair till it’s been covered by

his blood after the “chirharan”, Draupadi at every instance became the reason for the
Mahabharata war.

Another important event in history that tied love, war and politics together was the
unlikely alliance between the Mughal Emperor Akbar and his Hindu wife, Jodha. It
was a political alliance right from the beginning. Akbar had been able to establish
his kingdom from the Hindu Kush Mountains to the Bay of Bengal in the east and up
till the Narmada River in the west. However the Rajputana clan were not in favour of
his annexation towards Rajasthan.
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Through a shrewd blend of diplomacy, intimidation and brute force, Akbar won the
allegiance of the Rajputs. Despite this, this allegiance was not universal. He then
married Jodhaa, a fiery Rajput princess, in order to further strengthen his relations
with the Rajputs. She was the daughter of King Bharmal of Amer and had been
reduced to a mere political pawn in this marriage of alliance. Even in present day
India, there are no long lasting friendships or animosity within the political circus.
When top executives of INC disputed Sonia Gandhi’s right to lead the party citing
her Italian origin, they broke from the party and formed the NCP. These top level
politicians were none other than Mr. Sharad Pawar and P.A Sangma. Despite
political and ideological differences, the NCP continues giving its support to the
Congress as part of the coalition government, which is quite funny.
The recent win of Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) in the recently held Delhi Assembly
Elections were not enough for them to win the majority and form the government.
At such a situation, none other than the Congress Party came to their rescue. Their
support to the AAP from outside enabled Mr. Kejriwal to take the oath as the Chief
Minister of Delhi. This is quite ironical since the birth of AAP is a consequence of the
India against Corruption movement that was started and aimed at bringing
disrepute to the government at the Centre, which was the UPA itself. The reason for
this move by the Congress is quite believable. They knew that if the state of Delhi
went in for re-elections the BJP was sure to win a majority. To avoid such a situation
they were ready to give AAP the support to form the government.
These instances show that when it comes to power and politics, love and war are an
everyday routine show. After all it’s been correctly said that “All’s fair in love and

war”.
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Indian Netaji
by

Ranjeet Mehta

As closer approaching is election

Though every public is his pastor

Netaji seems taking more tention

post poll he becomes real master

even facing charges of corruption

the complexity bond between two

trying to boost his best perfection.

how to solve this relational disaster.

Daily he leads a massive crowd

New Neta comes in every election

mob shouting slogans very loud

hypes lie attracting public sensation

requesting public to vote for him

rewards same with scam & scandals

smiles Netaji feeling very proud.

as fashion before upcoming election.

Roads be built aftermath elected

What Netaji must give to his public

law order will never be affected

good governance and equal justice

zero tolerance against every crime

avail peace prevalent in society and

urges Netaji his dream subjected.

hold integrity of democratic republic.
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of

Political parties have today reduced to a

leader and their followers. Originally, they
were formed with an agenda. Members
decided to adopt and follow certain principles
and ideologies. As of today, none of that exists.

The upcoming elections are being fought
among individuals, not parties.

Elected MPs don’t have the freedom to make
their choices. Most decisions are taken by a

“core committee” within the party. As a result,
we don’t even have parliamentary debates.
This is the analysis by PRS Legislative
research.

The

concept

of

a

glowing

personality

changing our future quite appeals to our

masses. But they have to realize that one

individual or a small group should not be

bigger than the whole parliament. Our media
also loves to blame only one person for a

Out of 118 bills passed by this Lok Sabha,
Time Of Parliamentary
Debate
23% (27 bills) >3 hours
22% (26 bills) 2-3 hours
20% (24 bills) 1-2 hours
9% (11 bills)

30 min-1hour

8% (10 bills)

<30min

18% (20 bills) 5 min

This a real point of concern for the world’s

largest “democracy”. Especially when it is still
a developing country.

mistake and gives credit to only one person
for some success.

We must start voting for the party and not

the leader. Perhaps then parties would stop
hiring image building professionals and start
following their founding principles.
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#1 Billionaire Boy By Mark Zuckerberg
It’s the Cindrella story of our times says Mark Zuckerberg, The boy genius who
dropped out of Harvard and went on to found Facebook, the social networking
juggernaut that has redefined the world as we know it.
He said “We don’t build services to make money; we make money to build better
services.” Facebook was not originally created to build a company. It was built to
accomplish a social mission- to make world open and more connected. What they
believed that more open and connected world will help create a stronger economy
with more authentic businesses that build better products and services. They focus
on to improve how people connected to businesses and the economy. As people
share more, they have access to more opinions from the people they trust about the
products and services they use. This makes it easier to discover the best products and
improve the quality and efficiency of their lives. They call their products to be ‘social
by design’ tend to engage their customers directly and authentically. They go
Hackers way cultivating a unique culture and management approach. An approach
to building that involves continuous improvement and iteration. Hackers believe that
something always be better, and that nothing is ever complete. The Hackers tend to
be idealistic people who have a positive impact on the world. To encourage this
approach, every few months they have a hackathon, where everyone builds
prototypes for new ideas they have.
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At the end, the whole team gets together and looks at everything that has been built.
Many of their most successful products came out of hackathons, including Timeline,
chat, video, their mobile development frame work etc.
They basically run Facebook on five principles which can be used in management
life too.
Focus on Impact
If we want to have the biggest impact, the best way to do this is to make sure we
always focus on solving the most important problems. Most of the companies do this
poorly and waste a lot of time. Facebook ensures their employees to be good at
finding the biggest problems to work on. Impact is very important in case of
management as it attract more customers and will attract more companies for
partnership and acquisition.
Move Fast
Moving fast enables us to build more things and learn faster. However, as most
companies grow, they slow down too much because they are more afraid of making
mistakes than they are of losing opportunities by moving too slowly. Facebook have
a saying: “Move fast and break things.” Making mistakes and learning is what some
companies lack and that’s why they don’t sustain growth in a longer run.
Be Bold
Building great things means taking risks. This can be scary and prevents most
companies from doing the bold things. In a world that’s changing so quickly, you’re
guaranteed to fail if you don’t take any risks. Facebook says: “The riskiest thing is to
take no risks.”
Be Open
Open world is a better world because people with more information can make better
decisions and have a greater impact. This is very important in the management and
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corporate world to make the final decision; you need to know your customers and
should have other’s opinions too for effective decision making.
Build Social Value
Facebook exists to make the world more open and connected, and not just to build a
company. They focus every day on how to build real value for the world in
everything they do. Building relation is what marketing needs, more the networking
more effective would be the marketing.
“I would rather be in a cycle where people underestimate us, because I’d rather be
underestimated. I think it gives us the latitude to go out and make some big bets.”-

#2 White Tiger by Arvind Adiga
The White Tiger brings to contrast the disparity between progressive Indian cities
and regressive Indian villages. It depicts the different faces of urban and rural
corruption, brings to light various cultural stigmas associated with caste and
religion, and is able to pin point multiple other societal malaises. The book is written
in the form of letters written by the protagonist, Balram, to a Chinese ambassador.
The White Tiger is the story of Balram, the son of a rickshaw puller, who lives in a
small Indian village. He finds the destitution of his family repulsive and decides to
break away from it. He is constantly on the lookout of opportunities that could
alleviate his poverty. He learns how to drive and manages a driver's job with the
landlord of his village. Lady Luck smiles upon him when Balram is asked to
accompany the landlord's son to Delhi as a driver. In Delhi, Balram learns the ways
of the urban society. A keen observer and a fast learner, Balram realizes that a little
dishonesty can bring him enough money for a secure future. So he robs and murders
his employer, runs away to Bangalore with his loot and starts his own business there.
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Years later, Balram is seen as an influential member of the Bangalore power circle
successfully steering his career from one height to another.

#3 HOPE RISING by Kim Meeder
A girl, mute since the loss of her parents, speaks her first words-to an abused and
emaciated horse. This moment was really the birth of Crystal Peaks Youth Ranch in
Oregon, writes Kim Meeder, the founder and operator of the ranch that rescues
abused horses and gives disadvantaged children a chance to care for them. Readers
will need an entire box of tissues handy for this collection of real-life stories of
incidents at the ranch: two tough-as-nails boys minister lovingly to a horse that has,
like them, suffered terrible neglect; in an answer to prayer, strangers donate
hundreds of dollars so an impoverished girl can have a pony for Christmas. Most
stories are emotional, even cloying, though some are comical and a few-such as one
about a horse that was rescued too late to avoid being put down-sidestep the
obligatory happy ending. The writing can at times be maudlin and the vignettes are
encumbered by gratuitous adjectives intended to drive home a dramatic punch.
Despite the over-the-top writing style, the emotions are real and intense. Readers
will recoil from Meeder’s gritty descriptions of the devastating neglect of horses and
children, then cheer when it seems their interaction provides healing for both.
Meeder laces the stories with her testimony of God’s faithfulness and providence,
making this an earnest and loving gift book for the Christian market
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#4 Black Beauty By Anna Sewell
The book is an autobiography from the point of view of the titular horse, named
Black Beauty. The first part of the book deals with Beauty's birth in a meadow, his
time spent as a foal with his mother and the advice she gives him to behave well to
be treated well. Then he is sold to the Squire Gordon who is a horse lover and cares
very well for his animals. Here he meets the grooms John Manly and James Howard
who are loving, neat and efficient. Beauty spends the better part of three years here
and makes friends with the other horses: Ginger, Merrylegs and Sir Oliver. This
idyllic life ends with the beginning of the second part where Beauty is sold, along
with Ginger to Earlshall Park. The life is harder there and the painful bearing rein is
used on the horses. A riding accident causes his knees to be ruined and he is sold as a
job horse to a new master who cannot take the trouble of rearing a horse and sells
him again. Next, Beauty is sold to a hardworking cab driver called Jerry. On the runs
in the streets he meets his friend Ginger who is miserable due to the harsh treatment
meted out to her and subsequently he watches her corpse being carted away a few
months later. Jerry falls ill and Beauty is sold again. The horse then passes from one
master to another, most of whom overwork and mistreat him till at last he is sold to
the Blomefield family for whom his old groom Joe Green is working. Green
recognizes Beauty and he lives out his last days in peace and happiness.

#5 A Thousand Splendid Suns.
The novel has its central characters formed by two women, Mariam and Laila,
brought together by the turn of events plotted in the novel. Actually by doing so,

Hosseini has kinda presented a view of one character to the other, which attributes
the novel’s depiction of these characters. Of the duo, one sacrifices herself being
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convinced that she makes something worthy out of a life that’s been full of
illegitimacies by doing so, and further she seems to take solace from the better life
thus made possible for the other.
The tale unravels with Mariam, a poor lass that lives with her unmarried mother on
the outskirts of Heart, who had to bear a daily dose of bullying from her epileptic
mother and has had an yearning only for the weekly visits of her seemingly
charming father, who isn’t really sincere at that.. In a turn of events, she loses her
mother. She’s to be with the family of her father, where she gets to know the real
face of her father and face the wrath of his wives. They get her hurriedly married off
to Rasheed, at whom Mariam supposedly assumed would be loved by. For all that she
wanted was Love. And she was convinced of it until her miscarriage and the
miscarriages that followed. She then gets to know the brute of a man that she
married. Laila goes quite melodramatic. A rocket blast and then she’s left orphaned,
orphaned from her family which already had paid tribute to the war through her
brothers. She took it on her, for her unborn child, that she must marry Mariam’s
husband. For her child, that she had through her love, who seems to have fled the
nation.
The duo, eventually seem to build a bond. Wherein Mariam got Love from. And it
was for this love, that she gave her ultimate sacrifice.
Hosseini has subtly presented the harsh reality of Afghanistan; the story of his
protagonists could actually be that of a many such in Afghanistan.
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#1 Queen
#1 QUEEN
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shopping, Rani tries out what she considers to
be a revealing outfit and accidentally sends a

selfie of her in it to Vijay instead of
Vijayalakshmi.

She quickly

realises

her

mistake, but unbeknownst to her, the selfie
prompts Vijay to begin searching for her.

Soon after she arrive to Amsterdam, she finds
to her horror that her hostel room is to be

shared with three guys, Taka, Tim and

Oleksander. Soon, the four become good
friends and explore the city. Rani's character

#1 QUEEN
Rani (Kangana Ranaut) is a 24-year-old

gains self-confidence here, as she drives her

friend’s home when they're drunk and earns

money in a cook-off by selling gol gappa. She

Punjabi girl living in Rajouri Garden, Delhi.

learns more about her friends' backgrounds

brother escorts her everywhere for her safety.

can be for people in other parts of the world.

She is from a very conservative family; her

and begins to understand how different life

Two days before her marriage, her fiancé

Upon returning to India, she meets up with

Vijay (Rajkummar Rao) meets with her in a
local cafe to tell her he no longer wants to

marry her, claiming he has changed, and she
would not match his lifestyle anymore.

Shocked at the development, Rani shuts
herself in her room for a day. She decides to

take control of her life and plans to visit Paris
which she hadn’t seen before.

In Paris, she meets Vijayalakshmi aka Vijay
(Lisa Haydon), The two have a series of
adventures, during which Rani relives the

memories of Vijay patronising her and

forbidding her from dancing and drinking which she's free to do in Paris. Once while

Vijay at his house. Without saying anything,
she simply hands him her engagement ring
and thanks him. Rani leaves his house
relieved and relaxed.
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turn, he requires her to read the book

#2 Fault In Our Stars
The Fault in Our Stars is a novel by
author John Green. The story follows
the main character, Hazel Grace
Lancaster, as she battles cancer. Not
only is Hazel trying to live the normal
life of a 16-year-old girl, but she is also
struggling with what it will be like for
her parents after she dies. While Hazel
attends a church support group for
cancer survivors, she meets a boy that is
one year older than her, Augustus
Waters. While Augustus had a type of
cancer that causes him to lose his leg
and wear a prosthetic, it also has a
survival rate that is much higher than
Hazel's death sentence.
From the first day that Hazel meets
Augustus, the two are practically
inseparable. The basis of their
relationship ends up being Hazel's
favorite book, An Imperial Affliction.
She requires Augustus to read it and in

that is the basis of his favorite video
game. Hazel relates to the character in
her favorite book, Anna, because Anna
has a rare blood cancer. Augustus and
Hazel bond over the book because both
of them of a burning desire to find out
how the story ends because the author
stops the book before providing
conclusion on what happens to each of
the characters.
Augustus joins Hazel's pursuit of the
book's author, Peter Van Houten, to
provide the answers that they need.
Augustus even uses a wish foundation
to fly him and Hazel to Amsterdam,
where the author lives, to talk with him
in person. While Hazel is the one that is
doomed to die, Augustus ends up telling
Hazel that at his recent scan, the doctors
discovered that his entire body is filled
with cancer. Hazel spends the last
months of Augustus's life caring for him
and loving him.
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RESOLUTION
One World One Dream
The 21st century is different from the past. We now live in an era where terror,
technology and temperature have evolved to a level that does not recognize
boundaries between nations. We live in an era where shrinking rivers and fleeing
refugees do not read constitutions. We live in an era where pathogens do not
recognize patriotism. We live an era where our world of hope is no longer secluded
from the world in despair.
If we want the world in despair to retreat, we must ensure that the world of hope
expands. It means we practice Bertrand Russell’s concept of power and trust
Rousseau’s explanation of human nature. It means we allow compassion to replace
competition, dialogue to replace discord, sharing to replace secrecy and generosity to
replace greed. It means we all have one dream, a dream of one world where everyone
lives in hope and none in despair.
The greatest idea of the 21st century would be for all of mankind to have one dream.
We must remember that most impossible dreams are possible. Once upon a time, a
frail old man dreamt of an independent nation and today India is liberated from
foreign yoke. Once upon a time a preacher dreamt that the son of a black man and the
son of a white man would sit at the same table.
And today, a son of a black man and a daughter of white parents shape the affairs of
their world together.
Once upon a time a politician dreamt that a nation needed inner strength more than an
army to protect itself. And today the two safest countries in the world are the ones
without weapons and armed forces.
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The Gandhian Strategy
The Gandhian strategy is the combination of truth, sacrifice, non- violence, selfless
service and cooperation. According to Gandhi one should be brave and not a
coward. He should present his views, suggestions and thoughts without being
violent. One should fight a war with the weapons of truth and non-violence.
Gandhi said that “There is no god higher than truth.” According to Gandhi’s
thoughts, non- violence is ultimate solution of every kind of problem in the world.
In present scenario, Satyagraha is more than a political tool of resistance. It is a
holistic approach towards life, based on the ideals of truth and moral courage. The
similarities of the Satyagraha to some of the greatest philosophical and religious
tenets of the world have been observed and much written about. Gandhi’s system
of Satyagraha was based on nonviolence, non-cooperation, truth and honesty.
Gandhi used non-violence in India’s freedom struggle as main weapon and India
became independent from British rule. In present times, there are some live
examples which show the success of Non- violence resistance by using Ghandhian
strategy. Mahatma Gandhi was against any form of exploitation and injustice.
According to him, evils must be opposed at any cost. But he insisted that the
weapons must be non-violent and moral ones. The adoption of peaceful method
made one superior and put the enemy at a disadvantage but the condition is the
opponent must be dealt with mutual respect and love. Gandhi believed that only
through love an enemy could be permanently won.
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